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Brand new Book. The religious doctrines of Jesus and Muhammad or Christianity and Islam
respectively were intolerant of other religions, not inclusive of all nations of the world, extreme and
cast terror to the non-believers or were forced on unwilling global citizens. The world would have
been better-off spiritually and materially if Jesus and Muhammad did not pop-up to cast terror to
the world through their religious doctrines. The doctrine of Moses was sublime and not forced on
unwilling citizens (Exo 19:3-8, Det 7:12-15, Det 32:2), tolerant of other religions and inclusive of all
the nations of the world or the gentiles (Exo 12:48-49, 1 Kings 8:41, Isaiah 56:6), who were referred to
as dogs by Jesus and not worth his bread and it tantalises the mind how the same gentiles are
flocking to the intolerant teacher (Jesus) who called them dogs while not following the inclusive
teachings of Moses. Jesus was an ethnic preacher with no love for other nations or the gentiles who
instructed his disciples at the start of his ministry not to reach-out to the gentiles but rather to the
lost sheep of Israel (Mat 10:5-6,...
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Reviews
A whole new e book with a brand new standpoint. I have read through and i also am certain that i am going to planning to read again yet again later on. I
found out this book from my i and dad advised this pdf to learn.
-- Audrey Lowe I
It is fantastic and great. It is really simplified but unexpected situations from the 50 % in the ebook. I discovered this ebook from my dad and i suggested
this book to learn.
-- Dr. Luna Skiles
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